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So much for Monday. | Spatula In The Wilderness

I was going to write a perky Monday post about those clean cut Jonas Brothers, those peppy
singing lads and their smart cache of catchy songs. No such luck. Too weird
a day, too weird a time. First of all, before  the weeping hoopla of Michael’s
(hopefully) final curtain call and the beginning of the unraveling of the Sarah
Palin myth, I want to take a moment to consider Robert S. Macnamara. The
former Kennedy and Johnson Secretary of defense died this morning at 93.
His holds as much a powerful American legacy as that of the men he worked
for. Each time you buckle your automobile  seat belt or pass a Vietnam War
memorial, Macnamara is in large part the reason. He saved millions of lives
as the saftey minded, pioneering head of Ford Motor company in the 1950′s
only to sacrifice thousands as the architect of our failed conflict in southeast
asia. Errol Morris’ The Fog of War came out at the beginning of our twisted
road through Iraq and it is an amazing cautionary tale from a man scarred by
a legacy life and death decisions. Good movie, better lessons.

Today is just cautionary tale central. The Jackson memorial “show” takes
place Tuesday at the Staples Center in L.A. It is expected that a million
people will show up, even though more than 900,ooo won’t have tickets.
There is something in the human spirit that tells us to congregate in shared
experience. We may not have been the world’s biggest Jackson fans, but it’s
the “I was there (albeit, two blocks away)” that counts. I have the weird feeling
that this will be our Woodstock.

Finally, there’s the ongoing Sarah Palin resignation speculation. Whatever the reason is, she
doesn’t want you, me or the press to know what it is. Over the weekend the
Palin Machine threatened to sue any media outlet (notably Huffington and
MSNBC) that “investigates” her. Red flag. The bloggers are under scrutiny
from Camp Palin, as well. Red Flag. What is they don’t want us to know?  I
bet you it has nothing to do with the Wassilla Sports Complex. The wagons
are being circled for somethng bigger. Oh well. Onward and upward.
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